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The field of single-cell analysis has gained a significant momentum over the last decade. Separation and
isolation of individual cells is an indispensable step in almost all currently available single-cell analysis
technologies. However, stress levels introduced by such manipulations remain largely unstudied. We
present a method for minimally invasive retrieval of selected individual adherent cells of different types from
cell cultures. The method is based on a combination of mechanical (shear flow) force and biochemical
(trypsin digestion) treatment. We quantified alterations in the transcription levels of stress response genes
in individual cells exposed to varying levels of shear flow and trypsinization. We report optimal temperature,
RNA preservation reagents, shear force and trypsinization conditions necessary to minimize changes in the
stress-related gene expression levels. The method and experimental findings are broadly applicable and can
be used by a broad research community working in the field of single cell analysis.

T
he field of single cell analysis has experienced a tremendous growth over the last decade owing to the intense
interest in intercellular heterogeneity and its functional role at the tissue level and disease states in vivo1–4.
New technological advancements have enabled the exploration of biological phenomena with single-cell

resolution5–8. Almost all existing methods for single-cell analysis that require isolation of individual cells involve
some type of mechanical transportation or manipulation of single cells for sample preparation and/or analysis
purposes. Current technologies for retrieving single cells from cell culture include micromanipulation6,8,9, laser
capture microdissection10, and microfluidics11. One of the current technological challenges is the minimization of
perturbation to the cells as a result of such transportation to make biologically relevant inferences about cell
function possible. If the resulting stress to the cell is significant it can alter cellular profiles at the physiological,
gene transcription and/or expression levels and confound experimental results. Although widely used, stress
levels introduced to cells by manipulation and, more importantly, their potential effects on cell function remain
largely unknown. Mechanical cues and mechanical stress have been found to strongly affect most cellular
functions and critically influence gene transcription during embryogenesis, organogenesis12 and embryonic
vasculature development13. Mechanical stress also exhibits a direct effect on the nuclear architecture-mediated
gene transcription regulation14, oncogenesis15, stem cell differentiation, cancer metastasis and the immune
response16 among others. It is thus likely that mechanical stress introduced during cell manipulation can sig-
nificantly alter gene expression in cells resulting in atypical both gene expression profile and cellular function.
Therefore, characterization of stress levels that can significantly perturb cell function is necessary for studies that
utilize single-cell analysis techniques.

In the context of single-cell analysis methods, perturbations can be divided into two major categories with
regard to time scales. One category is perturbations that cause reversible alterations that occur on a timescale that
is much shorter than the time between the perturbation and analysis. By definition, perturbations of this type do
not result in significant changes in the cell at the time of analysis and thus can be considered negligible. The
second category is perturbations that induce a long-lasting (on timescales comparable or longer than the time
between stress administration and analysis) response in the form of a modified gene expression profile. These
perturbations can introduce modifications to the cell function, mRNA or protein expression levels or all of them
simultaneously and thus need to be properly assessed before reaching any conclusions about experimental
findings. It is likely that adherent cell types should be affected by manipulation more than non-adherent cells
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simply due to the fact that the former need to be detached from the
growth substrate or dissociated from tissue before any kind of
manipulation can be performed. Owing to changes in cellular ten-
sion, the detachment step itself could cause the cell to respond with
an altered gene expression profile mediated by mechanosensing
through e.g. integrin-actin linkages and mechanostransduction via
downstream signaling cascades such as receptor-type tyrosine-pro-
tein phosphatase alpha (RPTP-a), Src family kinases (SFKs)17–19,
focal adhesion kinase (FAK)20,21 and others. In addition, any type
of manipulation can induce additional cellular responses at biomo-
lecular and/or organelle levels. Epithelial cells adhere to the extra-
cellular matrix through transmembrane adhesion protein
complexes. At the basal membrane, the adhesion of epithelial cells
to the extracellular matrix is built upon different types of cell-ECM
adhesions, including focal adhesions and hemidesmosomes, both of
which are mediated by integrin connections22, nascent adhesions,
focal complexes, focal adhesions, podosomes and others23. These
protein complexes, including integrin-actin networks and integrin-
intermediate filament networks, regulate the adhesion but also medi-
ate mechanosensing and signal mechanotransduction into the cell24.
To remove cells from a given culture substrate, various mechanical
and chemical methods have been employed. For instance, proteolytic
enzymes, such as trypsin, or chelators, can break the integrin-ligand
bonds that mediate cell attachment to the substrate25. However,
enzymatic dissociation can damage cells, especially the cell surface.
Moreover, alterations of gene expression levels in cells treated with
trypsin were discovered using global gene expression profiling on the
microarray platform26. Therefore, trypsinization should be per-
formed with caution, by optimizing both the duration of trypsiniza-
tion and the concentration of trypsin.

Mechanical means such as scraping or shear flow were employed
to remove cells from substrates27. However, mechanical methods are
usually disruptive to the cells and potentially result in a loss of cellular
contents. Shear flow is less disruptive than scraping because the latter
tends to damage the plasma membrane. Still, even under relatively
mild conditions, shear stress can affect signal transduction pathways,
especially in endothelial cells28. Because epithelial cells experience
much less shear stress in the body, gene expression alterations within
those cells in response to shear stress could be significant and need to
be explored. So far, expression levels of chemokine (C-C motif)
ligand 2 (CCL2) have been shown to be upregulated in epithelial cells
in response to shear flow stress29. The use of mechanical force or
biochemical treatment alone is more likely to perturb gene express-
ion when retrieving single cells. It is however likely that, when bio-
chemical treatment and shear flow are combined, a relatively mild
treatment can remove cells from the surface and transfer them with-
out causing damage to the plasma membrane and alterations in gene
expression levels. Therefore, an optimal range of shear flow force and
trypsinization conditions for retrieving individual cells needs to be
determined for minimizing alterations of the gene expression profile.

In this study we developed a new method for retrieval of individual
adherent cells that is based on a combination of mechanical forces
and biochemical treatment. Our goal was to develop a single-cell
retrieval technique that enables unbiased measurements of gene
expression levels in individual cells right after the retrieval. To
achieve this goal we investigated stress response induced by the
method in terms of alterations at the gene expression level in indi-
vidual cells. To account for differences in adhesion strength among
different cell types, we used three types of epithelial cells with differ-
ent adhesion to substrate strengths. We quantified alterations in
expression levels of stress response-related genes in single cells as a
function of varying mechanical stress while employing both shear
flow and trypsin digestion to detach single cells from glass substrates.
We optimized the treatment conditions in a highly controllable man-
ner to minimize the effects of gene expression changes that could be
induced by stresses. We report an optimal range for mechanical force

needed to efficiently detach single cells with no detectable change in
expression levels of the studied stress-response genes. We expanded
the utility of this technique to distinguish and harvest co-cultured
cells from microwells using a fluorescence-assisted single-cell har-
vesting method. These findings can be useful for studies focused on
single-cell analysis that involve any mechanical manipulation of live
cells. Because the technique does not induce measurable changes in
gene expression levels in the short term, it is reasonable to expect that
long-term effects on cell function will also be minimal or absent. This
further extends the utility of the technique to a broad variety of
applications that require a re-culturing of the retrieved individual
cells e.g. for clonal expansion.

Results and Discussion
Comparison between in-situ direct lysis and ‘‘pick-and-place’’
harvesting of single cells in microwells. In order to perform end-
point gene transcription analysis of single cells, the total RNA from
individual cells needs to be harvested with minimal loss. We first
tested the ability of different single-cell harvesting methods to
preserve and recover the maximum amount of total RNA using
several different buffers. The in-situ direct lysis of single cells in
microwells (Figure 1A) contained three steps: (1) lysing single cells
in microwells; (2) aspirating the lysate using a micropipette and a
custom high-precision pump; (3) dispensing the lysate into the cap of
a microcentrifuge tube for RT-qPCR analysis. The in-situ direct lysis
method was initially used to eliminate the steps of cell detaching and
transferring from microwells to analysis vials and avoid potential
stress during the cell detachment process. As a comparison to the
first method, a ‘‘pick-and-place’’ cell harvesting method7,30 using the
single-cell manipulation platform8 developed in our lab was tested
(Figure 1B, Figure S1). The method combines trypsinization and
shear flow to detach single cells from the bottom of the microwells
and collect them for downstream analysis, e.g. RT-qPCR (Figure 1C–
E). For the study we used three different human esophageal epithelial
cell lines derived from normal, metaplastic and late dysplastic
regions in the esophagus. The choice of the cell types was made to
demonstrate the applicability of the method to cells with varying
adhesion to substrate strengths. Metaplastic (CP-A cell line) cells
exhibit highest adhesion strength as compared to normal (EPC-2)
or dysplastic (CP-D) cells. CP-A cells in microwells were treated with
0.05% Trypsin for 6 minutes until they were partially detached as
judged from the change in the cellular morphology from fully
stretched to a more spherical shape. Single cells were then collected
from the microwells using the micropipette in the single-cell
manipulation platform using a shear force of 4.5 nN.

Using the in-situ direct lysis method, the single cells were imme-
diately lysed in microwells by adding the RNA lysis buffer into the
microwell. The addition of the lysis buffer resulted in substantial
morphological changes. We observed that the lysate diffused out of
the microwell prior to being collected rendering this method inap-
propriate for collecting total RNA from single cells. Compared with
in-situ direct lysis, single-cells can be harvested without physical
tearing or morphological changes to the cell using the pick-and-place
harvesting method. Therefore, the pick-and-place harvesting was
further developed and optimized in later experiments.

Use of cellular RNA preservation solution for single-cell harvest-
ing. Stabilization of the total RNA is an important aspect of gene
transcription assays. To preserve the RNA quality, RNA degradation
by RNase should be minimized during cell harvesting and until RNA
extraction. Three different solutions - RNA LaterH, RNA Lysis Buffer
and Keratinocyte serum-free medium - were tested for their ability to
preserve RNA in single cells harvested at room temperature. We
measured expression levels of the 28S and actin b (ACTB)
housekeeping genes. Both genes are highly expressed in human
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cells and show low cell-to-cell copy number variability. They can
easily be detected using qPCR and used as references for total
RNA extraction efficiency in comparison studies. Compared with
the quantification cycle (Cq) values of the two genes in the group
where only cell medium was used for storing the harvested cells, the
Cq values of the two genes in both the RNA LaterH and the Lysis
buffer groups are higher. The differences in Cq values of 28S and
ACTB genes are shown in Figure 2. Cq of both genes in the lysis buffer
groups are significantly different from that of the medium group
(p 5 0.02 for 28S, p 5 0.04 for ACTB, calculated using the non-
parametric Mann-Whitney statistical significance test, a 5 0.05,
two-tailed). Higher amounts of 28S and ACTB mRNA in the
medium group indicate that the medium outperforms RNA LaterH
and lysis buffer in preserving RNA. RNA LaterH contains
ammonium sulfate which can permeate the cellular membrane and
lead to a leakage of cellular components including RNA31. In addi-
tion, we were not able to spin down pico-gram levels of single cell
RNA from RNA LaterH solution, which may have further reduced
the RNA extraction efficiency. RNA lysis buffer, on the other hand,
lyses cells almost instantaneously, potentially exposing the picogram
levels of single cell RNA to environmental RNases. We also tested
another RNA-preserving agent, RNAstable (Biomatrica, San Diego,
CA, USA) by adding 200 mL of RNAstable LD into the cap prior to
harvesting. Results (data not shown) indicated that RNAstable LD is
inferior in preserving cellular RNA as compared with the medium.
Based on these results we find that the Keratinocyte cell growth
medium exhibits the highest level of protection against RNA
degradation/loss among the four solutions. Based on this finding,
the single-cell collection method was optimized by using 200 mL of
Keratinocyte SFM in the 1.5-mL microcentrifuge tubes.

Low temperature harvesting for preserving cellular RNA. Low
temperatures are known to inhibit enzymatic activity of cellular
proteins, including RNase. To determine whether lowering the
temperature can facilitate RNA preservation due to RNase
inactivation, two ice packs were placed on the stage of the single-
cell manipulation platform for 15 min before the harvesting
experiment to pre-cool the platform. During the entire harvesting
procedure, the Petri dish containing cells in the microwells was
surrounded by the ice packs. Room temperature harvesting
without ice pack cooling was used as the control. RT-qPCR
analysis was performed on three genes-28S, ACTB, and HSP70
from the harvested cells to assess the preservation efficiency. The
HSP70 gene was chosen due to its role in cold response32 and
cellular stress response in general33,34. Gene transcription levels of
all three genes in the ice cooled harvesting group do not exhibit
statistically significant changes compared with room temperature
harvesting control (Figure 3). This indicates that the mRNA of the
studied genes is stable under both cool and room temperature
conditions, while other genes, such as ACTB, may be more
sensitive to degradation at room temperature. Furthermore, the
unchanged level of HSP70 mRNA indicated that the low
temperature condition did not introduce an additional stress factor
to the cells. Even though we did not observe statistically significant
differences between the room temperature and the ice-cooled
conditions for the studied genes, we used the ice-cooled condition
throughout the study to avoid potential degradation of the total RNA
at room temperature.

The effects of flow-rate and trypsinization time on harvesting
success rate and RNA preservation. In order to detach adherent

Figure 1 | The single-cell harvesting platform design and schematic view of harvesting steps. (A) Microwell array design. 3 3 3 arrays of wells with 300-

mm center-to-center spacing were fabricated on fused silica wafers using hydrofluoric acid (HF) deep wet etch lithography. Each well is 20-mm deep and

has a diameter of 50 mm. (B) The single-cell manipulation platform uses a micropipette controlled by a piezoelectric pump. Single cells can grow in

microwells which are glued to the bottom of the Petri dish. The micropipette is used for aspirating and dispensing single cells. The single-cell harvesting

procedure contains three major steps: (C) trypsinization to partially detach the cell from the substrate; (D) trypsin deactivation with trypsin inhibitor

(DTI) and cell aspiration into the micropipette tip; (E) transfer of the cell into the cap of a PCR tube for downstream analysis.
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cells from the microwell glass surface with minimal perturbation, a
combination of mechanical force and enzymatic digestion was used.
Shear flow through the micropipette tip can aspirate single cells out
of the microwell; however, applying shear flow can result in damages
to the plasma membrane and loss of the cellular RNA. Trypsin is a
traditional protease which can cleave membrane adhesion proteins,
primarily integrins, and detach the cells from the substrate. Excessive
trypsinization, however, especially with regard to trypsinization
time, can alter the gene expression profile and affect cell
viability35,36. To minimize potential perturbations to the gene
transcription profile and the loss of total RNA during harvesting,
we have employed a combination of both methods. We first
performed trypsinization which was followed by applying a shear
flow to harvest single cells. Because either step can damage the cell
integrity and/or mRNA profile, we have optimized the approach by
testing different combinations of mechanical, chemical, and
temporal parameters. Our purpose was to examine how the
trypsinization time, trypsin concentration, and shear flow affect
the harvesting success rate (HSR) and gene transcription levels.
The main goal was to identify the lowest flow-rate and shortest
trypsinization time needed to achieve reliable detachment of cells
with the highest HSR while causing minimal changes in gene
transcription levels.

A total of nine different conditions (Table 1) were tested, including
three shear forces (0.9 nN, 4.5 nN, 9.0 nN) and three trypsinization
times (5 min, 8 min, 10 min).

Fifteen cells were treated under each condition and the success-
fully harvested cells were used for RT-qPCR analysis (Table S1). The
success rate of cells harvested under each condition without taking
into account cell stress levels demonstrates that trypsinizing cells for
10 minutes and harvesting at a shear force of 9.0 nN has the highest
success rate of 93.3% (Table 1).

To assess the stress levels resulting from the different harvesting
conditions, we analyzed the mRNA levels of 28S, ACTB, HSP70 and
CCL2 genes, in harvested cells using RT-qPCR. We pooled the cDNA
extracted from single cells obtained for each harvesting condition
and performed qPCR on them. The results show that the transcrip-
tion levels of the HSP70, 28S and CCL2 genes are generally higher in
cells harvested after 5 min trypsinization as compared to cells har-
vested after 8 or 10 min of trypsinization. The difference in their
expression levels in cells between 5 min, 8 min and 10 min trypsi-
nization groups is statistically significant (Table S1 and Table S2).
Moreover, the transcription levels of the ACTB, 28S and CCL2 genes
are markedly affected by the shear force. In general, the shear force of
4.5 nN yields the lowest Cq values for these genes. Different combi-
nations of the shear force and trypsinization time also significantly
affect the gene transcription levels of the ACTB, 28S and CCL2 genes.
The two-way multivariate ANOVA test (a 5 0.05) performed on the
Cq values as a function of trypsinization time (TT) or shear force (SF)
shows (Table 2) that both the trypsinization time and shear force
have a statistically significant impact on the transcription levels of
these genes. If the cells are trypsinized for a shorter time, a higher

Figure 2 | Comparison of RNA preservation levels between medium, RNALater and RNA Lysis Buffer during single-cell harvesting. The quantification

cycle (Cq) values are higher in the lysis buffer group for the 28S (Panel A) and higher in the RNALater group for the ACTB gene (Panel B) as compared with

the medium group. The corresponding Cq mean values are shown on top of the bars to compare the three conditions. Errors and error bars are

corresponding standard deviations. The number of cells analyzed (n) for each harvesting condition is shown at the bottom of the graphs. Each qPCR

reaction was run with three technical replicates. The difference between the lysis buffer and medium preservation group is statistically significant for the

28S gene and between the RNALater and medium group for the ACTB gene (both tested with the two-tailed Mann-Whitney test, a 5 0.05). Therefore,

dispensing cells in cell culture medium can better preserve mRNA.
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shear force needs to be applied to retrieve the cells and vice versa.
Interestingly, the p-values of the two factors (Table 2, combined SF
and TT p-values) indicate that enzymatic cleavage and mechanical
shear flow have a collective effect on the transcription of the ACTB,
28S and CCL2 genes. Since shorter trypsinization time and low shear
force are desired for preserving cellular RNA, we limited the trypsi-
nization time to 5–7 minutes and utilized a shear force of 4.5 nN for
single cell harvesting.

Comparison between on-chip direct lysis of cells in microwells
and harvesting cells from microwells. With the preservation
medium, temperature, trypsinization time and flow-rate conditions
optimized, we wanted to determine whether the harvesting
procedure itself under those conditions causes any observable
RNA loss or changes in gene transcription. To this end we
compared the amounts of mRNA extracted from cells that were
harvested with those that did not undergo harvesting. We directly
lysed individual cells in microwells on the chip. Because the direct
lysis step does not require trypsinization or shear flow, we use this

condition as the untreated control group. If no significant differences
in gene transcription levels of the selected genes can be detected
between the control group and the harvested group, the harvesting
procedure can be considered suitable to collect cells for gene
transcription analysis.

In the on-chip direct lysis experiment, 9 single cells were loaded
into a 3 3 3 array of microwells made in fused silica chips, and the
chips were placed in a Petri dish. The cells on the chip were incubated
overnight. After being visually inspected under the microscope for
cell occupancy in the microwells, the glass chips with cells adhered to
the well bottom were placed into a 1.5-mL microcentrifuge tube
containing 200 mL of RNA Lysis Buffer.

In the harvesting experiment, single-cells were harvested from the
microwells on the cooled stage, using a shear force of 9.0 nN and
6 min trypsinization time, and placed into the cap of a microcentri-
fuge tube containing 200 mL of cell growth medium. The mRNA
levels of the 28S, ACTB, GAPDH and HSP70 genes in cells directly
lysed on the chip or harvested were analyzed using RT-qPCR.

Cq values of the four genes were compared between the on-chip
direct lysis and harvesting groups to assess the capability of the two
methods to preserve cellular RNA. The Cq values of 28S, ACTB,
GAPDH and HSP70 genes in harvested cells were found to be very
close to those measured in on-chip directly lysed cells
(Figure 4A).The Mann-Whitney test showed that the Cq differences
(DCq 5 Cq, harvest 2 Cq, direct lysis) between the two groups in all of the
genes are not statistically significant (Figure 4B–E). This suggests
that the parameters used for harvesting preserve cellular RNA effi-
ciently and do not induce detectable changes in the mRNA profile or
in the amount of the total RNA extracted from the cell.

Fluorescence-assisted single cell harvesting. Cell-cell communica-
tions are critical to regulating various core cellular responses, such as
metabolism and homeostasis. Understanding gene transcription
changes as a result of intercellular interactions in cells at different
stages of pre-malignant progression may help discover new cancer
biosignatures. To enable harvesting of individual cells of different
types from co-cultured cell populations, we added fluorescence-
assisted single-cell harvesting modality to the method. To perform
cell harvesting with minimal effect on gene transcription levels we
used harvesting parameters optimized in the cell stress as presented
above. Using this approach, we can distinguish co-cultured cells of
different types utilizing cell-type specific fluorescent markers and
separately collect individual cells from a single microwell.

To this end we produced two cell lines each expressing a different
fluorescent protein. Normal epithelial EPC-2 cells were transfected
with Lentiviral vectors expressing cytosolic FP635 to establish the
EPC-2/FP635 cell line. Dysplastic Barrett’s Esophagus CP-D cells
were transfected with Lentiviral vectors expressing cytosolic
TurboGFP to establish the CP-D/TurboGFP cell line. Co-cultured
EPC-2/FP635 and CP-D/TurboGFP cells could easily be distin-
guished under the fluorescence microscope (Figure 5 A–D). The
single-cell manipulation platform7,8 was equipped with an epi-fluor-
escence illumination source and excitation/emission filter sets for

Figure 3 | Comparison between low temperature and room temperature
harvesting conditions for preserving cellular RNA. Three individual cells

were harvested for each condition and each qPCR reaction was run with

three technical replicates. The differences between the Cq mean values

(shown above each box with S.D. as error) between the two groups in the

28S, ACTB and HSP70 genes are not statistically significant (Mann-

Whitney test, a 5 0.05, two-tailed). Error bars represent the standard

deviations.

Table 1 | Success rate of single-cell harvesting as a function of the
shear force and trypsinization time

Shear force (nN)
Trypsinization
Time (minutes)

Number of cells
harvested

Success rate of cell
harvesting

0.9 5 1 6.7%
0.9 8 2 13.3%
0.9 10 6 40.0%
4.5 5 3 20.0%
4.5 8 7 46.7%
4.5 10 10 66.7%
9.0 5 12 80.0%
9.0 8 11 73.3%
9.0 10 14 93.3%

Table 2 | Two-way multivariate ANOVA of the effects of shear
force and trypsinization time on gene transcription analysis{

Gene Shear Force (SF) Trypsinization time (TT) SF and TT combined

HSP70 p 5 0.367 p 5 0.000* p 5 0.493
ACTB p 5 0.014* p 5 0.082 p 5 0.048*
28S p 5 0.000* p 5 0.000* p 5 0.000*
CCL2 p 5 0.022* p 5 0.000* p 5 0.018*

*Significant at p 5 0.05 level.
{Absolute parameter values for each condition and Cq values for each gene are listed in
Supplementary Table S1.
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Figure 4 | Comparison of gene transcription levels between the direct lysis of cells in microwells and harvesting cells from microwells. Each 3 3 3

microwell array was analyzed using qPCR with three technical replicates for each gene. (A) Cq values of the 28S, ACTB, GAPDH and HSP70 genes obtained

with the harvested cells are very close to those measured with cells lysed directly in the microwells (no harvesting). The corresponding Cq mean values are

shown on top of the bars. Error bars show the standard deviations. DCq between the two groups in all of the genes (Panel B–E) are not statistically

significant (Mann-Whitney test, n 5 6, a 5 0.05, two-tailed).
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TurboGFP and FP635. With the help of a custom-written program
(LabView, National Instruments, Austin, TX) for fluorescence-
assisted cell harvesting, EPC-2/FP635 cells and CP-D/TurboGFP
cells can be identified within the co-culture in the microwells.
They can be detached and collected separately by the micropipette
using the optimized harvesting conditions.

In order to demonstrate the ability of our technique to distinguish
specific signatures of single cells, we measured the presence of
TurboGFP transcripts in harvested cells using RT-qPCR. We
expected that the Cq values of the Turbo-GFP gene in CP-D/
TurboGFP cells are significantly lower compared with those in
EPC-2/FP635 cells. The amplification plots of RT-qPCR showed
the presence of TurboGFP in CP-D/TurboGFP cells and marked
differences in Cq in EPC-2/FP635 cells (Figure 6A). Normalized
Cq values using CP-D/TurboGFP cells as the reference demonstrated
a significant difference in signal between two types of cells as deter-
mined by the Wilcoxon test (a 5 0.05, two-tailed) with p 5 0.0009
(Figure 6B).

Conclusions
In the study, we developed a method for retrieving adherent cells
from substrates with minimal disruption and perturbation. The
method features combined enzymatic cleavage and mechanical force
applied by a piezo-pump on a single cell manipulation station.
Reagents for RNA preservation, temperature settings, shear force
and trypsinization time were also optimized to minimize gene tran-
scription profile changes brought by harvesting. Using this method,
gene transcription levels were analyzed in both harvested and on-
chip directly-lysed single cells. The results showed conclusively that
the harvesting method we developed and optimized can preserve the
RNA profiles in the cells retrieved from microwells. Among the three
types of cells we harvested, the metaplastic epithelial cells (the CP-A
cell line) showed the highest adhesion to substrate strength and
needed the longest trypsinization time – 8–10 minutes - for optimal
retrieval. CP-D (dysplastic) and EPC-2 (normal) epithelial cells
exhibited lower adhesion to substrate strength compared to CP-A
cells, needed shorter trypsinization times (5–7 minutes) and were
easier to retrieve than CP-A cells when using same shear force. We

expanded the application to fluorescence-assisted single cell harvest-
ing from a co-culture of different cell types. This method provides an
approach to transfer adherent single cells from cell culture to any
downstream end-point analysis. We note that to extract individual
cells of other cell types from various structures, including tissues and
3D culture matrices, it would be critical to find an optimal range for
the enzymatic treatment and shear force that would enable min-
imally invasive retrieval of individual cells while keeping the struc-
ture intact. The method enables researchers to retrieve adherent
single cells without perturbation and thus has the potential to
become a broadly applicable tool in the growing field of single-cell
analysis.

Methods
Microwell design. Arrays of 3 3 3 microwells were used for culturing single-cells.
Each microwell has an inner diameter of 50 mm and is 20 mm deep (Figure 1A)37. The
microwells were fabricated in fused silica substrates using wet-etch lithography. The
dimensions of these microwells were optimized for cell-cell interaction studies to
monitor cellular gene expressions in a controlled microenvironment.

Cell culture. The normal cell line, EPC-238, the metaplastic cell line, CP-A, and the
pre-malignant cell line, CP-D, were derived from healthy, metaplastic and dysplastic
human esophageal regions in Barrett’s Esophagus39, respectively. Cells were cultured
using Gibco keratinocyte serum-free cell growth medium (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA,
USA), supplemented with hEGF (Peprotech, Rocky Hill, NJ, USA) at 2.5 mg/500 mL,
BPE (bovine pituitary extract) at 25 mg/500 mL and penicillin–streptomycin
solution (Invitrogen) at 100 units/100 mg/mL. Cells were grown at 37uC under 5%
CO2. Prior to experimentation, cells were cultured in a 75 cm2 flask to approximately
80% confluency.

Cell loading into microwells. Individual cells were loaded into microwells using a
single-cell manipulation platform8. Briefly, the platform is built around a diaphragm
micropump that can aspirate and dispense sub-nanoliter volumes of liquid. Single
cells in suspension were aspirated and dispensed into microwells using a 40-mm
diameter glass capillary micropipette utilizing closed-loop microscopic vision-based
feedback. Cells can be aspirated from a Petri dish by a drag force generated through a
negative pressure applied to the micropipette capillary. Cells can be dispensed
through the micropipette capillary into the microwell by applying a positive pressure
to the capillary, generating an ejection force on the cell7. Glass substrates containing
3 3 3 arrays of microwells were glued to the bottom of a Petri dish with a pre-cut hole
using medical-grade epoxy glue (K45-S-14ML, Chemical Concepts, Huntingdon
Valley, PA). Loading 9 single-cells in a 3 3 3 array of microwells with one cell per well
takes approximately 5–8 minutes, while loading two cells per well requires 20–25
minutes. After loading into the microwells, the cells were incubated in Keratinocyte
SFM, at 37uC under 5% CO2 for 16–24 hours to allow for cell adhesion and
recuperation from potential stress caused by manipulation.

Direct lysis of single cells in microwells. The microwell substrate was placed on the
stage of a pick-and-place single-cell manipulation platform. The micropipette was
filled with Cell Lysis Buffer (Zymo Research, Orange, CA, USA) and lowered until it
touched the substrate. The micropipette orifice was aligned with a selected cell inside
a microwell and encapsulated by the micropipette tip. The Cell Lysis Buffer was
dispensed for 1 minute with enough volume to thoroughly coat the cell. After this, the
lysate was immediately aspirated into the micropipette for 1 minute to minimize the
diffusion of the lysate from the microwell. The lysate was then dispensed through
the micropipette into the cap of a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube for 1 minute.

Single-cell collection. The pick-and-place single-cell manipulation platform7,8

(Figure S1) was used to collect single-cells from microwells. The microwell substrate
containing individual cells was washed three times with 1 mL of warmed 13 PBS, and
exposed to 1 mL of 0.05% v/v trypsin-EDTA for 5–10 minutes at 37uC. Subsequently,
1 mL of trypsin inhibitor (DTI) was added to the trypsinized cells to deactivate
trypsin, which was followed by adding 1 mL of Keratinocyte SFM medium. The
selected cell was first aligned with the micropipette orifice and then aspirated into the
micropipette capillary. The aspirated cell was dispensed from the microcapillary tip
into the cap of a 1.5-mL microcentrifuge tube (VWR, West Chester, PA, USA)
containing 200 mL of Keratinocyte SFM, RNA Lysis Buffer, or RNAlater (Life
Technologies, Austin, TX, USA). The RNA LaterH solution (Ambion, Austin, TX,
USA) is a concentrated salt solution (25 mM Sodium Citrate, 10 mM EDTA, 70 g
ammonium sulfate/100 ml solution, pH 5.2) that rapidly permeates tissues to
stabilize and protect cellular RNA40. RNA LaterH was mixed with Keratinocyte
serum-free medium at a 551 v/v ratio in our experiments. RNA Lysis Buffer (Zymo
Research, Orange, CA, USA) is composed of guanidinium thiocyanate, which can
both lyse cells and deactivate RNases by denaturing them41. Keratinocyte serum-free
medium was used as a control for RNA preservation experiments. The tube was
immediately closed and placed on dry ice.

Figure 5 | Harvesting single cells from a co-culture. One CP-D/

TurboGFP cell and One EPC-2/FP635 cell were co-incubated in

microwells. Micrographs of: (A) bright field; (B) overlay of green and red

channel with bright field channel; (C) CP-D/TurboGFP cell in green

spectral channel, (D) EPC-2/FP635 in red spectral channel. Co-cultured

EPC-2/FP635 and CP-D/TurboGFP cells can be distinguished and

harvested using the fluorescence-assisted single cell harvesting platform.
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Preservation of RNA at low temperatures. After trypsin deactivation, the substrate
containing the 3 3 3 array of microwells with cells was placed inside a 4uC refrigerator
for 15 minutes. Simultaneously, the pick-and-place manipulation platform was
cooled using four ice-packs for 15 minutes. The substrate was placed on the cooled
stage, and the temperature was monitored with a thermometer, ranging from 2uC to
10uC on the station. The pick-and-place cell manipulation system was used to aspirate
the harvested cells and dispense them into caps of 1.5-mL microcentrifuge tubes as
described in the Single-cell collection section above. A control group of cells was kept
at room temperature (25uC) during the harvesting process.

Shear force and trypsinization time. The two major determinants of successful cell
detachment are the trypsinization time and the applied shear force. Each
trypsinization time point and shear force was selected based on preliminary
experiments that showed a range of possible values that demonstrated noticeable
changes in detachment, from no detachment, partial detachment to full detachment.
Shear force was calculated based on numeric simulations of the flow rate

(Supplementary Materials). The latter was calculated from the voltage change rate of
the piezoelectric pump to volume change rate (Figure S2, Table S2). To measure the
success of each combination of shear flow and trypsinization time (Table 1), the
micropipette tip was positioned vertically at a 90 degree angle with the substrate
surface so that it enclosed the cell without making direct contact with the cell. A
selected shear flow was then applied to aspirate the cell from the substrate. A total of
fifteen cells were tested for each harvesting condition. A successfully harvested cell is
considered one that detaches without visible tearing of the plasma membrane and
leaving remnants on the substrate. After a visual inspection and confirmation, the
harvested cells were dispensed through the micropipette capillary into the caps of 1.5-
mL microcentrifuge tubes as described in the Single-cell collection section above. The
harvesting success rate (HSR), the number of cells successfully harvested divided by
total number of cells tested (n515), is summarized in Table 1.

On-chip lysis of single cells in microwells. For on-chip lysis of single cells, individual
cells were loaded into microwells using the pick-and-place single-cell manipulation

Figure 6 | RT-qPCR analysis of TurboGFP genes in CPD/TurboGFP and EPC2/FP635 cells. Different cell types can be reliably distinguished

using the fluorescent assisted harvesting method as proven by the RT-qPCR results. Quantitative cycle values on the amplification plots (A) and DCq

analysis using CPD/TurboGFP cells as the control (B) both demonstrate the presence of TurboGFP in harvested CPD/TurboGFP cells but not in EPC2/

FP635 cells.
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platform7,8. Glass substrates containing 3 3 3 arrays of microwells were simply placed
in a Petri dish, rather than glued to the bottom of the dish. A total of 9 cells were
loaded into the 3 3 3 array of microwells (1 cell/well). The cells were incubated in
Keratinocyte SFM, at 37uC under 5% CO2 for 16–24 hours. The cells in the microwells
were visually inspected under the microscope prior to the experiment for occupancy
and/or morphological abnormalities. After incubation we observed an average of 7
out of 9 cells in the microwells due to cell motility, with the remaining 2 cells usually
located in the interstitial area just outside of the microwells. The microwell chips were
picked up and placed into a 1.5-mL Eppendorf tube containing 200 mL of RNA Lysis
Buffer (Zymo Research, Orange, CA, USA) using tweezers. The cells on the chip were
lysed in the tube for 30 seconds. After that, the microwell chip was taken out of the
tube, and RNA isolation from the lysis buffer was immediately performed.

RNA isolation, reverse transcription, and qPCR. Single cell RNA isolation, reverse
transcription, and qPCR were performed as previously described30,42. A description of
the protocol is provided in the Supplementary materials and methods. The
nonparametric Mann–Whitney test was used for statistical significance analysis.

Lentiviral transfection of cells. The CP-D and EPC-2 cell lines were tagged with
TurboGFP and TagFP635 through lentiviral transfection, respectively, to distinguish
different cell types in one microwell using the single-cell manipulation platform
equipped with an epi-fluorescence imaging mode. A detailed description is provided
in the Supplementary materials and methods.

Fluorescence-assisted single cell harvesting. To distinguish and harvest different
types of cells (CP-D/TurboGFP and EPC-2/FP635) from the co-culture in
microwells, a fluorescence-assisted single cell harvesting platform was developed. To
this end, a mercury arc epi-fluorescence illumination lamp and a cooled CCD camera
were installed onto the pick-and-place single-cell manipulation platform equipped
with appropriate excitation/emission filters. A Labview program was written for
adjusting exposure time and gain settings of the fluorescent microscope. After cells
were trypsinized as described in Single-cell collection section, they were visualized
under transmitted light illumination. Co-cultured cells were then imaged with the
camera in epi-fluorescence mode using the different filter cubes. CP-D/TurboGFP
and EPC-2/FP635 cells can be easily distinguished in green and red channels,
respectively. The two types of cells were then aligned and collected separately by the
micropipette as described in the Single-cell collection section.
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